HOW DO YOU
SOLVE THIS
PROBLEM?

We’ve invented a NEW way to keep floors safe.

GRIPPY MAT

NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.

MAKE THE

SWITCH
TO THE MAT THAT

STICKS
RENTAL RUGS

Crappy. Dangerous.
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It’s a big problem when your floor safety “solution” causes people to slip, trip and fall. Rubber-backed
rugs have been around for decades, but when you stop and think about it, they don’t really work.

WORLD’S

FIRST

ADHESIVE
BACKED MAT!

GRIPPY FLOOR MAT
®

Safe. Attractive.

Ready for a new solution? Our exclusive adhesive-backed mat changes everything. Finally, you can put
real traction on your floors and be in total control of your floor safety. No slip. No trip. All grip.
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BEFORE
GRIPPY MAT,
YOU HAD
NO CHOICE.
We know that rental rugs are a pain in the you-know-what, because we used them
(past tense) on our floors, too. We’ve watched them ripple, flip and shift. We’ve seen
people slip, trip and fall. We were stuck in a rental rug rut, but there was nothing
better on the market to keep floors safe. Just like us …

A rug that’s too small moves around
and doesn’t provide enough
walk-off coverage to dry feet.

Rugs pieced together like
a jigsaw puzzle always
end up with gaps
and ripples.

You’ve lived with the consequences of rental rugs:
CRAPPY APPEARANCE

TRIP HAZARDS

Carpet fibers crush and stain so
rugs look worn after repeated
use and laundering.

People trip and fall on rugs that
are rippled and flipped over.

• WASTED TIME

HARD TO CLEAN

Rugs constantly shift out of place
and need to be dragged around
or adjusted.

Rugs flip and bunch when you
vacuum, they interfere with nightly
cleaning, and dirty rugs stay down
until their scheduled replacement.

• GAPS & OVERLAPS

Rugs too big or too small can
run into each other or leave
voids in coverage.

• PUDDLES

COSTLY

Rugs come with expensive rental
contracts, liability claims and
hidden labor costs.

Water puddles on top, gets tracked
around and makes rugs really heavy.
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Rugs lined up to help people
stay in lanes just shift,
slide and never
stay put.

NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.

Mop buckets, wheelchairs
carts and walkers get
caught in the creases of
bunched-up rugs.

NOW
YOU HAVE
A BETTER
WAY.

Grippy Mat rolls out to the
perfect length for continuous
walk-off coverage with no
gaps or overlaps.

PIG Grippy Floor Mat is not just another rug. It’s the world’s first adhesive-backed
mat, and we’ve spent thousands of hours perfecting the formula to fix everything
you hate about rental rugs. Finally, you can stop hassling with mats that shift, ripple
and flip over — just stick down Grippy Mat and start enjoying safer floors.

Hand trucks, pallet jacks,
carts, wheelchairs and
walkers roll right over
Grippy Mat.

7 ways PIG Grippy Floor Mat beats rugs:
NO RIPPLING
3 Lays
flat and stays flat so you never
worry about people tripping.

WON’T SHIFT
3 Stays
put no matter what so you
don’t waste time adjusting it.

COVERAGE
3 CNoONTINUOUS
gaps or overlaps, just roll out
the perfect length and cut to size.

BSORBENT &
3 AFAST-DRYING

Wicks moisture and dries fast to
stop it from being tracked around.

UILT FOR EXTREME
3 BTRAFFIC

Retains high traction and lasts
up to three months between
changeouts.

EASY TO CLEAN
3 Can
be cleaned right along with

Grippy Mat keeps all of your
high-traffic walkways
safe, dry and
worry-free.

your floors, using a vacuum,
mop or scrubber.

SAVES TIME & MONEY
3 Costs
50% less than rental
contracts, reduces labor
expenses and liability claims.

GRIPPYMAT.COM

No more lugging heavy
mats around when it’s
time to clean
the floor.
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GRIPPY FLOOR MAT

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

Forget old-fashioned rugs on rubber. We’ve taken
floor mats to the next level with our patent-pending
combination of technology and materials.

IT STICKS
The ideal balance of stick and release. Our engineers formulated our P53™
Adhesive from scratch, then fine-tuned it 53 times until it was just right. Why?
To make sure Grippy Mat lays flat and stays flat with no shifting or rippling, but
pulls up easily — without leaving residue — when it’s time to change it.
Don’t waste another minute repositioning mats that creep away.

CONTINUOUS COVERAGE
Roll out the perfect fit. Piecing together standard-size
rental mats to provide adequate coverage leads to
dangerous gaps and overlaps. Grippy Mat comes on an
EZCut™ Roll that lets you create continuous coverage in
any size or shape, anywhere you need it — even around
displays, floor drains or pillars. Say goodbye to that
dangerous patchwork that never stays put!

TRAPS DIRT
& LIQUID
Rental rugs puddle
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Grippy Mat dries fast

Stop the tracking before it starts. Thick, bulky rental mats don’t
absorb, so water just puddles on the surface. Grippy Mat with EFM™
Absorbent Technology (Entangled Fiber Matrix) is different.
Super-thin material spreads out water so the mat dries fast. And
the interlocking fibers trap dirt to prevent it from being tracked in.

NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.

LOW-PROFILE &
HIGH-TRACTION

Set it and forget it for up to 3 months. Incredibly durable Hi-Trac™ Surface is
certified by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI) as a high-traction surface that can
reduce slip-and-fall claims by up to 90%. Low profile and ADA compliant, Grippy Mat
is tough enough for extreme foot or wheeled traffic. In fact, you’ll find it in the world’s
busiest bus terminal where 1.3 million people pass through the doors every week.

THIN, TOUGH & ABSORBENT
Here’s how Grippy Mat works: The absorbent top pulls
in liquid and wicks it away from the center so the mat dries out
quickly. Interlocking fibers give the mat incredible durability
while they trap dirt to prevent it from being tracked into your
facility. The adhesive layer sticks tight but peels up easily
and creates a barrier to keep liquids from leaking through.

Absorbent Top

Liquidproof
Adhesive Layer
Interlocking
Fibers

SAVES TIME & MONEY
STAYS DOWN
FOR CLEANING
No-hassle floor cleaning is finally a reality. Picking up rental
mats is a nasty job that wastes time and money. But Grippy Mat
stays in place while you clean. Run your broom, vacuum cleaner,
mop or floor scrubber right over the Hi-Trac™ Surface without
removing your mats and never lug a heavy, dirty rug again!

Make the switch and save 50%!
Grippy Floor Mat can cut your costs
in half compared to rental mats. There
are no expensive contracts, no hidden
costs, no wasted time straightening
mats. You’ll also reduce slip, trip and
fall incidents that trigger workers’
comp and liability claims
averaging $20,000 each†.
Why settle for rugs when
there’s a cheaper, safer
solution?
†

EHS Today, 2013

GRIPPYMAT.COM
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Lobbies

Commercial Entrances

Break Rooms

Retail Service Counters

Airport Walkways

Vehicle Service Drop-Offs

Convenience Store Beverage Stations

Secondary Entrances and Foyers

Manufacturing Floors

High-Traffic Walkways

Healthcare Facility Entrances

Grocery Wet Walls

Restrooms

GRIPPY
FLOOR MAT
BEST
SELLER!
GRP36200
3' x 100' • Gray

Prevent slips, trips and falls in high-traffic areas
with our economical, no-hassle mat.
Tough, low-profile mat is the proven floor safety
solution that saves time and reduces costs.
• R olls out to create continuous anti-slip coverage,
in any size or shape, anywhere you need it
• E asily create custom walk-off mats in aisles, entrances
and transitions, near wet walls, in front of water
fountains, service counters and more
• A
 vailable in three colors and a dozen sizes;
choose continuous rolls or precut mats

Antimicrobial-Infused Floor Mat

Rolls
Width

2'
3'

Length

Unit

Colors

Item #

100'

1 roll

Gray, Black, Tan

GRP24200

100'

1 roll

Gray, Black, Tan

GRP36200

50'

1 roll

Gray, Black, Tan

GRP36201

25'

1 roll

Gray, Black, Tan

GRP36207
Patent-pending

Precut Mats
Width

Length

Unit

Colors

Item #

3'

10'
5'

5 mats/roll
10 mats/roll

Gray, Black, Tan
Gray, Black, Tan

GRP36203
GRP36202

3'

15 mats/roll

Gray, Black, Tan

6'

10'

2 mats/roll

Gray, Black

FOR KITCHENS AND FOOD PREP AREAS
• H
 elps to prevent the
growth of odorcausing bacteria and
mold on the mats

GRP36205
GRP72203
Patent-pending

Heavy-Duty for Extra Absorbency
Width

Length

Unit

Colors

Item #

3'

50'

1 roll

Gray

GRP36301

6'

10'

2 mats/roll

Gray

GRP72303
Patent-pending

Antimicrobial-Infused Floor Mat
GRPAM36201
Width
Length
Unit
Colors
3'
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BEST
SELLER!

NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.

50'

1 roll

Gray, Black

Item #

GRP36201
Patent-pending

GRIPPY
CARPETED
ENTRANCE MAT
NEW!
GRP91
3' x 25' • Gray

Create inviting entrances and impress your
guests with our attractive carpeted mat.

Choose a texture, color
and size to get the
Grippy Mat
you want.

Now there’s a stylish new solution for risky and outdated traditional rubber-backed
entrance mats and scraper mats.
• A
 vailable in Berber and Checkered textures; choose
from four colors and two mat sizes that complement
modern or upscale lobbies and vestibules
• H
 igh-performance fibers and low-profile surface
design trap dirt, debris, sand and liquids to help
prevent tracking; mat looks cleaner, longer
• Q
 uick-dry, colorfast fibers resist staining and fading;
100% postconsumer recycled content
• N
 o rippled edges to obstruct doors or create tripping
hazards; ADA compliant for wheelchairs and walkers
• C
 ommercial-grade durability lets you keep mat
in place for three to six months depending on
your conditions

Carpeted Entrance Mat
Texture

• C
 lean your floors with mats in place to save time and
avoid the labor of dragging heavy mats around

Berber

• E ZCut™ design lets you roll out continuous walk-off
coverage with no gaps, ripples or overlaps

Checkered

Width

Length

Colors

3'

25'

Black, Brown, Burgundy, Gray

3'

50'
10'
25'
50'
10'

Black, Brown, Burgundy, Gray
Black, Brown, Burgundy, Gray
Black, Brown, Burgundy, Gray
Black, Brown, Burgundy, Gray
Black, Brown, Burgundy, Gray

6'
3'
3'
6'

Item #

GRP91

GRP92

Patent-pending

GRIPPYMAT.COM
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GRIPPY
INSTALLATION
& REMOVAL
TOOLS

GRP001
Installation Board

Grippy Mat
sold separately.

Make an easy job even easier
with these must-have tools.
• Installation Board (GRP001) helps you smooth mat into place
and eliminate air bubbles; can also be used as a cutting guide for
creating perfect corners or 45° angle
• Safety Knife (GRP012) makes quick, clean cuts to Grippy Mat
without the risk of handling scissors or box cutter; recessed blade
has protective edges to help eliminate injuries and property damage
(Board and Knife also sold together as GRP005)

GRP012
Safety Knife

• Installation Roller (GRP021) unrolls the mat as you push it along
and eliminates bubbles as it smooths mat into place; enables easy,
one-person installation and eliminates kneeling
• Removal Tool (GRP020) “locks” its jaws onto mat material,
providing a firm handgrip for pulling up Grippy Mat (ideal for
removing long runs or mats that have been in place for extended
periods of time)

GRP020
Removal Tool

Installation Tools for PIG® Grippy® Mat

GRP021
Installation Roller
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Installation Board and Safety Knife - Combo

GRP005

Installation Board • 38"W x 5.57"D

GRP001

Safety Knife • Available in quantities of 1, 12 or 72

GRP012

Replacement Blades • 10/bag

GRP011

Installation Roller • 58"L x 38"W

GRP021

Removal Tool • 7.5"L x 3.5"W x 5"H

GRP020

NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.

GRIPPY
RESTROOM
MATS
NEW!

GRP7004
PIG Grippy
Urinal Mat Runner

GRP7005

GRP7007

GRP7003

GRP7002

No-shift restroom mats keep floors dry, fight odors and stains.
• P ermanently infused antimicrobial technology prevents the growth
of odor-causing bacteria and mold on the mats to keep them cleaner
and fresher smelling
• P roprietary, full-coverage adhesive backing keeps mats in place
with no shifting, curling or flipping up to stop slip and trip hazards
• M
 ats stick to your floor and won’t budge while you clean them;
simply mop them with the rest of the floor
• Hi-Trac™ Surface stands up to daily cleaning and restroom traffic
• E FM™ Absorbent Technology captures urine and water on contact,
wicks them away and dries out quickly
• Impermeable backing layers stop liquid pass-through to prevent
stains and grout damage

• Urinal Mats provide better drip and splash protection under urinals
• Urinal Mat Runner lets you create custom-sized restroom mats
• Toilet Mats absorb drips and splashes to keep the floor dry and
odor-free
• Sink & Dryer Mats capture water to keep floors safe where people
wash and dry their hands
• Plunger Mats keep surfaces under plungers, brushes and soap
dispensers neat and clean
Urinal Mats
Size

Qty

Item #

18" x 17"
19" x 23.5"

6 Pads/Box
6 Pads/Box

GRP7001
GRP7002

Urinal Mat Runner
Size

Qty

Item #

24" x 25'

1 Roll

GRP7004

Toilet Mats
Size

Qty

Item #

18" x 15.5"

6 Pads/Box

GRP7003

Sink & Dryer Mats

Full coverage
adhesive backing
holds tight with no shifting.

Size

Qty

Item #

24" x 17"
35" x 24"

4 Pads/Box
4 Pads/Box

GRP7006
GRP7007

Plunger Mat
Size

Qty

Item #

9" x 9"

6 Mats/Box

GRP7005
Patent Pending

GRIPPYMAT.COM
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GRIPPY MAT: THE TOTAL SOLUTION
Instantaneous
cost savings.
A Northeastern supermarket chain
saw an 89% reduction in slip,
trip and fall claims in the first six
months of 2017.
A Southwestern grocery chain
reduced slip, trip and fall claims
by 80% and lowered floor mat
expenses 42%.
A national trucking company
lowered maintenance costs by
placing Grippy Mat between the
shop floor and offices to stop dirt
and grime from being tracked
through the facility.
Auto dealerships are using Grippy
Mat in their service areas to keep
grease, grime and moisture out
of showrooms and cut floor
maintenance costs.
A facility maintenance service
company reports that their
customers love Grippy Mat because
it’s a simple, cost-effective solution
for their ongoing floor safety and
maintenance issues.

All love. No hassles.
Love the mat! “We began using the

Grippy Floor Mat a year ago and our costs
have dropped drastically. They are durable —
our floor machine passes right over them —
and moisture is absorbed quickly, reducing
fall hazards. We’ll never go back
to renting!” — Lee

Multiple uses! “A really great mat.
We use it in place of rugs at the plant
entrances, in and out of the locker room,
under peoples’ computer station chairs,
on top of the maintenance carts, lining in
toolboxes, etc. Holds up a long time, too.
Will be buying it regularly.” — Clay
Couldn’t be happier. “We have
been using the Grippy Mats for about 21/2
years now and couldn’t be happier with the
results. Our slip and fall incidents have gone way down and our trip and fall incidents [are]
zero since installing these mats. …In addition, we have saved money as the mat material
is less expensive than renting floor mats on a weekly basis.” — John
Best mat ever for high traffic. “Super durable and keeps our workers
safe. Holds up in high chemical environments also. Highly recommend.” — Frank
Beyond happy. “Grippy Carpeted Mat is better than I expected. I bought the

runner size 36"x 25' to replace rented mats that constantly would bunch up and cause
tripping hazards. I placed 8 feet of it at two separate entrances, 3 feet at a third entrance
and…I am beyond happy with the results.” — Jackie

Here are a few of our happy Grippy Mat customers:

* Please note: This list does not represent an endorsement of our product, nor are we affiliated with any of these companies. We just know that they’re buying Grippy Mat.
PIG Grippy Mat Notice: PIG Grippy Mats are formulated to work with most common industrial and commercial floor surfaces but are not intended for home/residential use and wood flooring. All adhesive mats have some potential to leave residue or lift or discolor
finish coatings, paint, and loose or predamaged tiles depending on the condition and age of the floor surface. If you have questions about the suitability of PIG Grippy Mats for your application, test a 6" x 6" piece in a noncritical area before use. PIG Grippy Mats
should be replaced if they show signs of wear or damage and should always be changed out before 13 weeks of use.
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NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.

TO SAFE, HASSLE-FREE FLOORS.
No more slips, trips and falls.
Grippy Mat isn’t simply a product. Grippy Mat is the heart of
a whole new way to finally solve your seemingly unsolvable
floor safety and maintenance headaches.
Because now you can take control of your floors.
The Grippy Safe Floor Solution is a simple process
that makes it easy to stop slips and trips,
save time, cut costs, eliminate hassles
and keep your facility looking great.
Here’s how Grippy Mat can help you take
your floor safety program to the next level:

Create Worry-Free Walkways
• Stays in place — no more rippling,
shifting or flipping over that cause
slips and trips
• Provides continuous coverage with
no gaps or overlaps
• Rolls out for adequate walk-off to
capture dirt and moisture

Improve Productivity

Enhance Appearance

• Easy to maintain — lets you clean
the floor with mats in place

• Traps dirt and moisture to prevent
them from being tracked in

• Eliminates wasted time and labor
straightening rugs or moving them
for floor cleaning

• Stays exactly where you put it 24/7

• Works with most cleaning systems

Reduce Costs
•
•
•
•
•

Provides long-lasting durability
Cuts labor costs, eliminates wasted time
Reduces incidents, lowers liability costs
Protects your floors
Cuts to any size — custom coverage
wherever you need it

Provide a Partner for Life
•
•
•
•
•

Floor Safety Experts ready to help you
Ongoing program support
Free resources and best practices
100% No Guff Guarantee
Continuous innovations and
product improvements

GRIPPYMAT.COM

• Available in colors and textures to
complement any decor

Need help?
Our Floor Safety Experts will work with
you to design the perfect program
for your facility.

THE NEW PIG DIFFERENCE
We’re people with a passion for floor safety and we’ve been leading the way
since 1985. From the original PIG Absorbent Sock to PIG Grippy Mat, the world’s
first adhesive-backed mat, we’ve been inventing new and better ways to help
you keep your facility clean and safe.
Sure, we’re an international, multi-channel company serving over 300,000
industrial, commercial, institutional and retail sites worldwide. But it all comes
down to you. And whether you buy from us or through your favorite distributor,
our team of floor safety experts has your back. Because it’s all about helping
your floor safety program succeed. That’s the New Pig difference.

ZERO RISK. NO GUFF. ALL GOOD.
Don’t be afraid to try PIG Grippy Mat in your facility.
We stand behind 100% of our products 100% of the time —
no matter who you buy them from. If you’re not happy for any
reason, we’ll refund every single penny of your order. Guaranteed.

PIG Grippy Mat is available from New Pig and our fine distribution partners. Visit www.grippymat.com or call to learn more.

New Pig
One Pork Avenue
Tipton, PA 16684-0304

grippymat.com
North America: 1-855-474-7791
Europe: +31 (0)76 596 92 50

UK: 0800 919 900
Outside North America: +1-814-684-0101

PIG, PIG logo are registered trademarks in USA and other countries. See tm.newpig.com
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